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Multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) Grids for 
offshore wind power integration: why?

• Compared with on-shore wind farms, off-shore ones have 
generally higher wind speed and larger power generating 
capability, which can enhance the wind turbine efficiency 
by 5-6%

• Development of such large-scale wind farms in Swedish, 
Danish, German, Dutch, French, Belgian, British and Irish 
waters

• Depending mainly on the transmission distance and 
required capacity, these radial connections are either 
Alternating Current (AC) or Direct Current (DC). 

• A DC solution becomes mandatory in case of far and/or 
high-capacity offshore wind farms
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Multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) Grids for 
offshore wind power integration: perspectives

• Currently under investigation combined solutions for off-
shore interconnection and wind generation transmission 
based on mainly three-legged multi-terminal HVDC

o such as Kriegers Flak (600 MW - 2020), COBRA and Caithness-
Moray HVDC link (800÷1200 MW – 2018, with hub option), 

• The North Seas Offshore Grid Infrastructure (NSCOGI) 
scheme at 2030 includes 19 projects where, on the 
whole, about 10000 km of new DC subsea cables should 
integrate up to 112 GW of offshore wind power. 

• The NSCOGI study emphasizes the role of multi-terminal, 
meshed DC grid design versus the radial option in terms 
of lower grid investment.
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Multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) Grids for 
offshore wind power integration: how?

• The future offshore grid can be realised adopting two 
types of HVDC technologies: 

o Line Commutated Converter (LCC) and Capacitor Commutated 
Converter (CCC)

oVoltage Source Converters (VSCs). 

• LCCs are more mature (very high voltage and power 
levels, up to ±800 kV DC and 7.2 GW respectively, low 
losses), but VSCs appear more suitable for the Offshore 
DC grid concept itself. 

• Currently the maximum rated DC voltage of the VSC 
technology is ±640 kV DC and the maximum power 
transmitted is 1200 MW.
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LCC, CCC and VSCs
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Converter technology vs grid requirements

• VSCs have several advantages with respect to conventional 
LCC or CCC‟s:

o VSCs can operate stand-alone or in synchronized manner with the AC grid. 

o VSC can contribute to control grid voltage, instead of being a reactive load 
that needs compensation devices. 

o VSC has no short circuit power requirements to operate, i.e. it can “switch 
on” a de-energised network.

• VSC-HVDC transmission systems are based around self-
commutation power semiconductor devices and operate from a 
regulated DC-bus voltage, which is common to all nodes. 

o This allows fast modulation of the HVDC converter terminal AC voltage 
(phase and magnitude), 

• In recent years, power system industry has recognized that the 
Voltage Source Converter (VSC) technology is the most suitable 
converter solution for the development of offshore DC connections. 
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Multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) Grids for 
offshore wind power integration: barriers

• The realisation of effective DC protection systems, which are 
mandatory to guarantee that a fault does not imply either 
damage to the electrical infrastructure or service 
interruption. 

o In this regard, the DC breaker, i.e. one of the key elements of 
complex DC grids, is not yet a mature component and has 
currently no full-scale installation in operation. 

• the implementation of DC grids will require future specific 
market rules and regulatory frameworks within the vision of 
the single European Internal Energy Market (IEM)

o Currently, very few radial HVDC multi-terminal connections exist, 
and no meshed HVDC grids.
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HVDC grid topologies
• Point to point grids

o Low reliability and flexibility

• Tree-like (backbone) grids

o Possible to re-route powerflows among onshore
terminals

o Losing the DC cable from offshore conv. means
losing the wind park production 

• Meshed grids: max reliability and flexibility

o Energy may use many pathways to go from the 
wind turbines to the shore, and the same for 
power exchanges.

o N-1 on the DC grid may have a limited impact on 
the transmission capacity.

o A meshed grid will add flexible interconnection 
capacity between different countries.

o A large amount of power can be connected to 
this grid; however, it has to be able to handle a 
fault without losing the entire generation.
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HVDC grid functions (I)
• A major motivation for a grid lies in reliability requirements. 

These in turn derive from the need to ensure the maximum 
exploitation of wind energy delivered in electricity market so 
that the economic investment made for the wind farms brings 
revenues. 

o Reliability is meant here as the property of being able to assure (at 
least, partially) the power transfer from offshore wind farms to shore 
also in case of outage of some components in the offshore grid, thanks 
to the availability of alternative paths. 

o Reliability requirements concern DC transmission lines and converter 
stations. For example, in case of point-to-point connection, the loss of 
one converter station or DC line would imply losing the whole wind 
farm production. Currently this issue can be partially solved by 
adopting a bipolar configuration in the converter station.
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HVDC grid functions (II)
• Another driver related to economic and environmental considerations 

consists of maximisation of wind energy harvesting and market 
opportunities. 

o In case of radial connection of Offshore Wind Farms (OWF), under current 
market arrangements the only electricity market or market zone to which the 
OWF can, in the first instance, sell its energy or realise income from a 
renewables support mechanism is the one operating at the location to which 
the OWF is connected (the so called „home‟ market). If energy is to be sold into 
a different market, the OWF owner must procure access rights to an 
interconnector between the „home‟ market and the second market. If a price in 
a remote market zone is to be obtained rather than the local price, financial 
transmission rights should have been bought. 

o In contrast, if the OWF is connected to a DC grid and two or more of the 
terminals are connected into different electricity markets or market zones, the 
controllability of a DC grid allows power to be directed to a chosen AC system 
location and the maximum power that can be transmitted via any one terminal 
is limited by both the rating of the connection and the capacity of the AC 
system to which it is connected. Wind power spilling would thus be minimised 
and best opportunities from the market viewpoint could be exploited.
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HVDC grid functions (III)
• The use of DC grids connecting wind farms far away from each 

other may smooth out the variability of the wind power, hence 
achieving steadier power injection into AC grids (mitigation 
effect) with positive impact on efficiency and security of 
operation, as well as on the environment. 

o In fact, due to the variable nature of wind, the corresponding power 
output fluctuates independently from the load. Since the capacity of 
the off-shore wind farm is large, the magnitude of the fluctuating 
power is large as well. This might affect the demand-generation 
balance, leading to the need for procuring large, high-cost power 
reserve, provided by conventional generators. Some of them could 
otherwise be kept offline. 

o The mitigation effect may contribute to keep the frequency stability of 
the AC grid. Of course, statistical studies of wind behaviour are needed 
in order to make sure that a certain mitigation effect would exist. Such 
information may support the design and sizing of the DC grid.
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HVDC grid functions (IV)
• Security of operation (i.e. continuity of power supply to the users) could 

also benefit from offshore grids. 

o A wind farm or onshore converter failure results in the loss of power injection 
into the AC grid. In case of point-to-point connection, stability may be severely 
affected. In case of DC grid connected to different AC grids, the disturbance may 
be “allocated” to the individual AC grids, thus reducing the magnitude of the 
disturbance each AC grid has to cope with. Moreover, the DC grid injections can 
be dispatched in such a way as to enhance security in case of AC grid faults. 

• In conjunction with wind power production, DC grids could be used to 
exchange power between the AC grids, thus acting as interconnectors. In 
this case, some onshore DC terminals could be withdrawing power, while 
others could be injecting power into the DC system utilizing bi-
directional power flow capability of VSC. 

o Power transfer capacity between countries could therefore be enhanced (though 
the available capacity would be the residual one from wind power, in case of wind 
priority). Again, this solution would assure greater efficiency of operation and 
environmental benefits.
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HVDC grid functions (V)
• The interconnection function could also be utilized to provide mutual 

support between areas of an AC grid, or even between different (i.e. not 
synchronously connected) AC grids, for enhanced security of operation 
with respect to frequency stability and to share power balancing
resources. 

o In this case the DC grid would act as the means that allows implementation of the 
support between AC areas, while the offshore wind farms might not be directly 
involved. In this way, DC systems may partially relieve the requirements for 
ancillary services (e.g. for some kinds of reserve) to be provided by conventional 
generators. 

o By this vision, overall operational costs might decrease while at the same time 
complying with “DC grid code requirements”.

o The above function can be enhanced by making the wind farms contribute to 
ancillary services, as (downward or even upward) reserve (for frequency stability 
or balancing) can be shared among the offshore wind generators.
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HVDC grid functions (VI)
• In addition to the previous ones, more ancillary services can be provided 

from the DC grid to the AC grid. The DC grid with wind generation can be 
seen from the AC grid as a VPP (Virtual Power Plant) able to perform in 
such a way that the global operation of the integrated DC/AC power 
system is secure and optimal. 

o Ancillary services are classified and regulated in different ways by the different 
grid codes and market structures. However, some of them have become common 
in most grid codes. 

o Conventional control systems of the wind generators and of VSCs are generally 
required to perform functions such as fault ride through and voltage support 
during AC network faults; therefore the wind farm grid codes could be adapted to 
the DCG. 
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Ability to provide ancillary services such as:

o Frequency support

o Fault Ride Through capability

o Fast voltage support 

• critical for operation of weak AC networks such as offshore wind farms, but also 
essential to aid recovery of the AC grids from AC faults. In addition, this feature has 
the potential to improve utilization of the AC power network in terms of increased 
steady-state and transient stability limits, and loss minimization.

o Fast power run-back and run-up 

• This feature could be exploited during AC network faults or loss of major generation 
or load to minimize or eliminate active power mismatch (provide retarding power) 
to limit rotor acceleration of the generators. Also it can be used to provide fast 
acting frequency support to AC networks.

o Black start capability

• This feature could be used to eliminate the need for an offshore start-up generator 
or STATCOM, hence reduces cost. It could be used to restore the power to the AC 
grid following a blackout, and in general to supply passive AC networks.
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HVDC converters: potential requirements (II)

•Power flow control, including:

oControl of power exchange between the mainland AC 
grids

oDC power management: 

• this may include fast power reversal in some terminals in 
order to achieve specific objectives such as addressing 
loop flow and congestion in nearby AC network sections, 
minimizing total power loss in AC/DC corridors, and 
redirecting DC power to minimize the loss of power in-
feed during a fault in a section of the DC grid.

•Resilience to AC and DC network faults: this is 
essential in order to ensure overall system stability 
during major AC and DC network disturbances.
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GRID CODE 
REQUIREMENTS
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HVDC converters: what do grid codes
require?

• Requirements to HVDC 
converters are set by:

oENTSO-E Grid code (GC)

oNational Grid (UK) Grid code

• The focus will be on:

oFrequency support

oVoltage/reactive power
support

oFault Ride Through Capability
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DC converters to which
GC requirements apply

Title II of GC Title III of GC



Frequency support requirements

Both grid codes identify two main control modes:

oFrequency sensitive mode: in case of over- / under-
frequencies within a limited frequency range

oLimited Frequency Sensitive Mode: in case of over- / 
under-frequencies for larger frequency excursions
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Frequency Sensitive Mode for HVDC 
converters
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ENTSO-E solution for 
FSM:
Different droops for 
over- /and under-
frequencies

Limitation of the FSM 
contribution for both
high and low
frequencies

Parameters Intervals
Frequency response range 0-+/-500 mHz
Droop s1 (upward regulation) >= 0,1%
Droop s2 (downward regulation) >= 0,1%
Frequency insensibility deadband Max 30 mHz



Frequency Sensitive Mode for HVDC converters
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UK National 
Grid solution for 
FSM:
different droops
for over and 
under 
frequencies

LFSM applies



Limited Frequency Sensitive Mode for HVDC converters
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LFSM – O: 
f1 freq. Threshold between
50.2 Hz and 50.5 Hz a droop
S3 which can be set equal or 
higher than 0,1%;

LFSM – U:
f2 freq. Threshold between
49.8 Hz and 49.5 Hz a droop
S4 which can be set equal
or higher than 0,1%;

ENTSO-E solution for LFSM:



Limited Frequency Sensitive Mode for HVDC converters
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NG (UK) solution for 
LFSM:
for over-frequencies
2% power reduction for
each 0.1 Hz above 50.4 Hz 
in Inverter mode

Inverter mode 
(power into
GB)

Rectifier mode 
(power from 
GB)



Voltage Support Requirements

Both GCs identify three
modes of control for DC 
converters:

o Constant Q

o Constant power factor

o Vac-Q droop

• Vac setpoint in the 
range +/-5% of 
nominal value

• 90% of Q variation
within t1 = 0.1-10s

• Settling time within
1 - 60 seconds
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FRT requirements for HVDC converters
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U [p.u.]

1

Urec2

Urec1

Ublock

Uret

Voltage parameters [pu] Time parameters [s]
Uret 0.00-0.30 tclear 0.14-0.25
Urec1 0.25-0.85 trec1 1.5-2.5
Urec2 0.85-0.90 trec2 trec1-10.0

Time-voltage curve = lower limit of 
time-voltage profile during and after
fault clearance 

U = ratio «actual voltage/pre-fault 
voltage»

Blocking = remaining connected with 
ZERO active and reactive powers

0          tclear trec1 trec2



Offshore DC connected wind parks: what
do grid codes require?

• Requirements for DC connected wind parks are 
reported in Articles 20 thru 22 of «Network code on 
requirements for grid connection of generators» 
(latest update April 2016) 

• Main focus on:

oFrequency support

oVoltage support

oFault ride through capability
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DC connected parks: «f» requirements

Frequency support requirements for ratings > 50 MW:

oLFSM-O (2-12% droop, deadband 0.2-0.5 Hz)

oLFSM-U (feasible in case of deloaded operation)

oFSM 
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Parameters FSM Intervals

Power range in % of maximum
capacity

1.5-10 %

Droop 2-12%
Frequency response
insensitivity

10-30 mHz

Frequency response range 0-500 mHz
Max initial delay t1 2 s
Max time for full activation t2 30 s



DC connected parks: «v/Q» requirements
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Three modes:
Q control

Power factor control

Voltage control: 2-7% droop
with a Vac setpoint which
can be set within 0.95 and 
1.05 p.u.



DC connected parks: FRT requirements
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Main differences between ENTSO-E and UK grid codes in on-fault response
required to WT’s:
For ENTSO-E grid code, priority must be given to reactive power support (thus, 
active power can go to zero in «on-fault period»)
In UK grid code, in «on-fault» period the WT must deliver at least an active
power proportional to residual voltage



HVDC converters for MTDC grids: 
modeling framework
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Offshore WTsOffshore VSCsOnshore VSCs

MTDC grid

Reference grid
code: 
UK National 
Grid code 
because it’s
used to set KPIs
in Demo 1 in 
Best EU FP7 
Paths Project
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Control models for HVDC converters: 
grid code compliance
• Focus on VSCs

• In the proposed modeling framework, VSC links are 
endowed with:

o«Basic» controllers, which control some operating
quantities of interest (P, Vac, Vdc, Q) 

oGrid code compliance controllers, which allow the local
controllers to fulfill GC requirements in terms of reactive
power and frequency support. They act on the setpoints of 
P and Q sent to local controllers
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Basic controllers
• Based on Park‟s transformation

oTwo cascaded PI‟s for each control channel

oCurrent limitation with d-axis or q-axis priority

• Allowing independent control of two operating
quantitites (e.g. P/Q, P/Vac, Vdc/Q, Vdc/Vac)
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DC voltage controllability on MTDC 
network

• Only one VSC controlling DC 
voltage in MTDC grid is very
risky:

o Losing this VSC means losing
DC voltage controllability

• To share voltage control, 
two alternatives are 
proposed:

o Voltage margin control 
(adequate for DC grids with 
few terminals)

o Voltage droop control 
applied to onshore VSCs!
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Linear relationship between DC 
voltage and P flowing through the 
onshore VSC:
V = Vref + k (P - Pref)

P>0 when injected into AC system



Grid Compliance (GC) Control Block

• Establishes the corresponding active and reactive 
power references of the associated HVDC terminal in 
order to satisfy grid connection requirements 
established by Grid Code in terms of active-reactive 
control and Low Voltage Ride Trough (LVRT).

• The GC controller is divided in two parts: 

1. active power/frequency controller, 

2. reactive power/AC voltage controller

•Models developed both in MATLAB/Simulink and in 
DigSILENT PowerFactory
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Frequency controller: why?
• Simulates both FSM and LFSM modes

o LFSM must be always enabled but only acts when frequency goes beyond a certain 
range depending on if the terminal is working in rectifier or inverter mode. In 
rectifier mode, terminal only must limit power extracted from grid in case of low 
frequency (<49.5Hz), while in inverter mode power yielded to the grid must be 
only limited in case of high-frequency (>50.4Hz). 

o When selected FSM mode, the DC Converter Station must adjust the active power 
output in response to any frequency change (within the range 49.5 Hz to 50.5 Hz) 
according to the configured droop characteristic. When the system frequency 
moves outside the interval [49.5 Hz, 50.5 Hz] the requirements of LFSM apply.

• Final Active power reference of a terminal is calculated adding up the 
contributions of several controllers, among which the GC controller

o in case of P/Q Terminal, the output of the GC controller is considered as the active 
power reference of the terminal only when no P-Vdc droop control is enabled. 

o if a P-Vdc droop control is activated, the output of the GC control block is modified 
by the P-Vdc droop control loop and cannot be considered anymore as the active 
power reference. In this case, the active power reference is calculated through 
the addition of the P-Vdc control output plus the GC control output. 

o for Vdc/Q terminals, the output of the GC controller is only used if the Vdc-P 
droop control is enabled to modify the nominal voltage reference in case of power 
deviation. 
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40Source: Technalia within Best Paths

GC compliance controller: 
MATLAB/Simulink insight



Integral control inside GC controller
• Active power set by the converter not only depends on the reference 

established by GC Block but also on droop controls included for ensuring DC 
grid stability. 

o This means that the minimum change in the active power required by the grid 
code might not be satisfied because it can be modified by the droop controllers. 

• For solving this issue an integral loop is added at the frequency controller 
output. The integral controller ensures that, no matter the droop controllers 
used, the minimum required change on the active power established by the 
grid code is achieved. Therefore, the power reference will be modified as 
follows: 

Pref_GC_mod = Pref_GC + ΔPIntegral

• This integral control must include some limitations to ensure correct 
performance. Integral control acts without limits if the active power change 
registered is less than the required one. In reverse, the integral term will try 
to adjust exactly the desired active power change but it will be saturated at 
Pref_GC_mod = Pref_GC. 

o if two terminals are trying to change active power in the same direction but with a 
different magnitude, the objective is to reach the biggest change. 
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Integral control inside GC controller
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P>0 if power imported from AC system (Rectifier mode)

Enabled only in LFSM mode, where the frequency changes against 
which the terminals have to react are in opposite direction in the 
rectifier and inverter stations (the inverters have to react to over-
frequencies while rectifiers have to react to under-frequencies)

Source: Technalia
within Best Paths



GC compliance controller: DigSILENT
Model
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Frequency support control in GC 
Controller: DIgSILENT model 
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Controller for frequency
support
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Voltage/Reactive Power Controller: DIgSILENT model 
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Controller for reactive
power support

Potential control modes:
 Constant power

factor
 Constant Q
 Vac-Q droop

A blocking signal may set 
Qref to zero in case of 
too low AC voltages

Qreq_reg_GridCode: 

Const
enabling_Vctrl

logic or
0

1
LVRT_V

lvrt

-

DBand
db_vlrt

selettore_LVRT
Kvac_droop_up,Kvac_droop_down

Const
enabling_Qctrl

Const
enabling_PFctrl

lo
g

ic
 n

o
t

logic and
0

1

logic and
0

1

fromPFtoratio

end

Qreq_reg_GridCode: 

2

3

4

6

8

7

9

00

5

Vctrl_sig

Vctrl_enabl

uref

err_uus err_u_db

Q
c

tr
l_

s
ig

PFctrl_sig

LVRTtrig
o

u
tp

Qctrl_enabl

Qref

P
F

o
u

t

qset

PFenabl

ratio

p

PFref

Q
o

u
t

V
o

u
t

qre

q
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How does the Frequency controller 
work?
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Terminal Pref_GC(pu) Pdc (pu) Vdc ΔPdc (pu)

T1 (Rectifier) 0.5 0.625 0.995 -0.375

T2 (Inverter) -0.75 -0.625 0.995 +0.375

Terminal Pref0 (pu) Vdc_ref Kf Kvdc Δf (pu) ΔPdc (pu)

T1 (Rectifier) 1 1 0,04 25 -0,02 <=-0,50

T2 (Inverter) -1 1 0,04 25 0,01 >=0,25

T1 T2
with no integral control (only Kf droop action) 

this operation point does not fulfill the active 
power change required for terminal T1 (<=-0,5 
see Table above)!

Frequency shifts imposed

with integral control

0.5 achieved!

ΔPintegral (pu)= -0.5+0.25=-0.25!Pdc = Pref0+∆f/Kf +Kvdc  (Vdc_ref-Vdc)



How does the Frequency controller 
work?
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Terminal Pref_GC(pu) Pdc (pu) Vdc ΔPdc (pu)

T1 (Rectifier) 0.5 0.625 0.995 -0.375

T2 (Inverter) -0.75 -0.625 0.995 +0.375

Terminal Pref0 (pu) Vdc_ref Kf Kvdc Δf (pu) ΔPdc (pu)

T1 (Rectifier) 1 1 0,04 25 -0,02 <=-0,50

T2 (Inverter) -1 1 0,04 25 0,01 >=0,25

T1 T2
with no integral control (only Kf droop action) 

this operation point does not fulfill the active 
power change required for terminal T1 (<=-0,5 
see Table above)!

Frequency shifts imposed

If f1 recovers up to f1=0.995pu ….

T1 saturates !

Action of T2 integral control!

with integral control

Pdc = Pref0+∆f/Kf +Kvdc  (Vdc_ref-Vdc)



Control scheme of MTDC grid for offshore 
wind parks for providing frequency support
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Rationale: to translate
frequency deviation in 
onshore AC systems into
variations of frequency in 
offshore islands exploiting the 
variations of DC voltage on 
MTDC grid

Communication free 
control architecture
Exploits:
• FSM of onshore VSCs
• Freq-Vdc dependence in 

offshore VSC control
• FSM of WTs



VSC controls to enable
ancillary service provision

• WTs endowed with LFSM and FSM (this is feasible in case of 
deloaded operation)

• Basic onshore VSC controls: P-Vdc control with P-f dependence
(FSM or LFSM for larger variations)

• Basic offshore VSC control: |V|/f control, 

o by controlling d-axis and q-axis components of AC voltage

o still Park‟s transf. based scheme with current limitation in case of 
offshore AC faults

o Dependence between DC voltage and offshore frequency (a deadband
is added to avoid triggering offshore frequency variations due to DC 
voltage oscillations caused by wind power fluctuations)

49

 dfKPPKuu FSMrefvdcPdcrefdcref  00

df = fref – f – dbFSM sign(fref-f) for |fref - f| > dbFSM and df = 0 for |fref - f| < dbFSM.

 0_0__ dcdcfvdcrefoffrefoff uuKff 



Example of MTDC grid providing
frequency support
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10.08.006.004.002.000.00 [s]

50.115

50.090

50.065

50.040

50.015

49.990

KAS\KAS_400_S1: onshore AC freq., Hz

FSM_WF: offshore AC island freq., Hz

10.08.006.004.002.000.00 [s]

0.95

0.93

0.91

0.89

0.87

0.85

[-]

Dr_ONSH1: P onshore VSC1, p.u.

Dr_ONSH1: Pref onshore VSC 1, p.u.

10.08.006.004.002.000.00 [s]

1.0520

1.0515

1.0510

1.0505

1.0500

1.0495

[-]

Dr_ONSH1: Vdc onshore VSC1, p.u.

Dr_ONSH1: Vdcref onshore VSC1, p.u.

10.08.006.004.002.000.00 [s]

-721.50

-724.00

-726.50

-729.00

-731.50

-734.00

[MW]

VScoffshore1: P output, MW
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Study case: Six-
terminal «tree-like» 
MTDC grid connected
to a real-world AC 
system

Loss of a very large 
power export (about
1700 MW)

Same curve for 
onshore/offshore VSC 
#2 and 3

Onshore Frequency

Offshore Frequency

DC voltage increase

Offshore WFs
reduce their
outputs



FRT of a MTDC grid for the 
integration of offshore wind parks

• Onshore AC faults cause a drastic drop of active ower output 

 a large power unbalance on DC grid

 overvoltages which may become unacceptable for DC components

• To limit DC voltage two alternatives are possible:

o Locating a lumped chopper controlled resistor on the DC side of onshore
VSCs

o Using decentralized choppers on the DC links of WTs

• Offshore AC faults:

o Current limitation in offshore VSC control is required to reduce its
contribution to the fault

o Fulfill FRT requirements for WTs
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Chopper-based solution to enable FRT
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MT- HVDC

NetworkVDC

Offshore VSC

VAC

VminFRT

K
WT DC

resistor

DC Chopper

VDC
ref

V
D

C

time

VAC
ref

V
A

C

time

WGSVSC

A
C

 o
ffs

h
o

re
 

n
e

tw
o

rk

V
FRT

chop

VDCref

VDC

K
DC/AC

VAC
ref

VAC

GSVSC

VAC

VDC

MT- HVDC

Network

...

...

VDC

VDC
max

K
chop DC

resistor

Onshore VSC

DC Chopper

0

Pmax

Dead-band

From: TWENTIES 
Project



MTDC grid response to onshore
AC faults
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• Study case: Six-
terminal «tree-like» 
MTDC grid connected to 
a real-world AC system

• Assuming «lumped» DC 
chopper on all the DC 
sides of onshore VSCs

• AC fault close to AC 
terminal of onshore VSC 
#3

2,001,601,200,800,400,00 [s]

200,00

150,00

100,00

50,00

0,00

-50,00

[MW]

Chopper resistor: Active power, MW

Chopper resistor2: Active power, MW

Chopper resistor3: Active power, MW

2,001,601,200,800,400,00 [s]

-728,00

-729,00

-730,00

-731,00

-732,00

-733,00

[MW]

VScoffshore1: Active power, MW

VScoffshore2: Active power, MW

VScoffshore3: Active power, MW

2,001,601,200,800,400,00 [s]

1,19

1,15

1,11

1,07

1,03

0,99

udc1: Vdc for onshore VSC 1, p.u.

udc2: Vdc for onshore VSC 2, p.u.

udc3: Vdc for onshore VSC 3, p.u.

Vdc_droopONSH1: Vref of VSC 1, p.u.

Vdc_droopONSH2: Vref of VSC 2, p.u.

Vdc_droopONSH3: Vref of VSC 3, p.u.

2,001,601,200,800,400,00 [s]

1,25

1,00

0,75

0,50

0,25

0,00

[-]

Vdc_droopONSH1: P of VSC 1, p.u.

Vdc_droopONSH1: Pref of VSC 1, p.u.

Vdc_droopONSH2: P of VSC 2, p.u.

Vdc_droopONSH2: Pref of VSC 2, p.u.

Vdc_droopONSH3: P of VSC 3, p.u.

Vdc_droopONSH3: Pref of VSC 3, p.u.
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DC voltage is
limited at 1.15 p.u.

Choppers #1 2 and 
3 intervene! 

Active power drop
at AC terminal of 
onshore VSC #3

WF slight reduction due 
to f-Vdc dependence in 
offshore VSC control and 
LFSM mode on WTs



Wind turbine power response
in case of offshore AC faults
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ENTSO-E GC: 
priority to 
reactive power
support, P goes
to zero in «on 
fault» period

UK National 
Grid GC: active
power
proportional to 
residual voltage

1.000.800.600.400.200.00 [s]

1.50

1.00

0.50

0.00

-0.50

-1.00

PQ controller UK: Q output

PQ controller UK: iqr

PQ controller UK: u

PQ controller UK: limited iqr

 0.212 s
 0.537 

1.000.800.600.400.200.00 [s]

1.30

1.10

0.90

0.70

0.50

0.30

PQ controller UK: P output

PQ controller UK: idr

PQ controller UK: idrf_max

PQ controller UK: idrf_min

PQ controller UK: limited idr

 0.212 s
 0.537 
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Conclusions (1)

• Control functions of MTDC grid converters and WFs, 
compliant with GC requirements

• Models mainly address the aspects of FRT, ancillary
service provision

oOther topics may be tackled e.g. requirements concerning
protection, restoration etc.

• Further work consists in tuning the available open 
models to match the response of «black box» models
provided by manufacturers
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Many of the presented models have been developed in the 
context of Demo 1 of the EU FP7 Project Best Paths

A library of open models is available on the website: 

http://www.bestpaths-project.eu/

Attend the Demo 1 presentation at the Workshop!

For any information, feel free to contact me!

Dr. Andrea Pitto – Email: andrea.pitto@rse-web.it
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Conclusions (2)
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